The plasmasphere, which is located above the ionosphere, is a significant component of Earth's atmosphere, and the plasmasphere electron content (PEC) distribution is determined by different physical mechanisms to those of the ionosphere electron content (IEC). However, the observation for the PEC is very limited. In this study, we introduced a methodology (called zero assumption method, which is based on the assumption that PEC can reach zero) to extract the PEC over TOPEX/JASON (T/J) and global navigation satellite system (GNSS) overlapping areas. Results show that the daily systematic bias (T/J vertical TEC > GNSS-derived vertical TEC) for both low (2009) and high (2011) solar activity condition is consistent, and the systematic bias for JASON2 and JASON1 is different. We suggest that systematic biases predominantly arise from the sea state bias (SSB), especially the tracker bias. After removing the systematic bias, we extracted reliable PEC inferred from differences between GNSS-derived vertical TEC and T/J vertical TEC data. Finally, the characteristics of the plasmaspheric component distribution for different local times, latitudes, and seasons were investigated.
Introduction
The plasmasphere is located where the ionosphere and magnetosphere meet and contains relatively dense and low energy plasma. The plasmasphere electron content (PEC) is several orders less than the ionosphere electron content (IEC), but the contribution of PEC to the ionosphere can be significant [1, 2] . The plasmasphere density distribution is determined by different physical mechanisms to those of the ionosphere, and the existence of the plasmasphere makes it difficult to interpret data from ionospheric measurements [3] . Despite these difficulties, many efforts and approaches have been proposed to estimate PEC and identify the plasmaspheric contribution to the ionosphere total electron content (TEC). With this aim, several researchers have attempted to construct plasmasphere models [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , and others have used onboard low earth orbit (LEO) satellites measurements to analyze PEC and its relative contribution to ionosphere TEC. Specifically, PEC can be estimated using dual frequency signals transmitted by GPS satellites and recorded by GPS receivers on LEO satellites. Then, the contribution to GPS TEC can be calculated from ground-based GPS TEC and onboard LEO satellites PEC [9] [10] [11] [12] . For example, Yizengaw et al. [9] discussed the PEC contribution based on JASON1 onboard and ground-based GPS measurements. They showed that the relative contribution 2 of 20 of PEC had a minimum value during the day (approximately 10%) and a maximum value during the night (up to 60%). Moreover, the maximum contribution occurs at equatorial areas because the GPS raypath distance through the plasmasphere is longer at low latitudes than at mid-high latitudes. González-Casado et al. [10] described an approach that did not depend on fixed altitudes to separate contributions of the ionosphere and plasmasphere, and their results are consistent with previous studies and model calculations. Furthermore, Zhang et al. [12] utilized the podTEC measurements from COSMIC satellites to GPS satellites signals under solar minimum conditions, and studied the PEC variations with geomagnetic latitudes, magnetic local times and seasons, as well as selected longitudes.
We know that GPS TEC is the sum of IEC and PEC; therefore, the plasmasphere component to the GPS TEC can be derived by comparing with collated measurements from ionosondes, incoherent scatter radar data, or LEO satellite measurements (e.g., FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC, T/J). Then, the residuals of the comparisons are assumed to estimate PEC [2, [13] [14] [15] [16] . For instance, Belehaki et al. [13] extracted PEC from residuals between GPS-derived TEC and ground-based ionosonde IEC at Athens, showing that PEC exhibits a diurnal variation with a morning minimum and an evening maximum, and that PEC contribution describes the significance of the plasmasphere to the ionosphere, especially during the night. Chong et al. [14] investigated PEC from ISR and GPS observations at Millstone Hill, and showed that both PEC and its relative contribution exhibit diurnal variation patterns. Cherniak et al. [2] estimated PEC (h > 700 km) from GPS TEC and COSMIC IEC values under solar minimum conditions (2009), and revealed that PEC varies minimally with time of day at mid-latitudes, and that PEC contributions show a clear dependence on time, with maximum values during night (>50-60%) and smaller values during day (approximately 25-45%).
Similar approaches have also been used for plasmaspheric studies using T/J satellites. Jee et al. [15] compared GPS vTEC and T/J vTEC for 1998-2009, and reported a positive relative TEC difference (i.e., GPS vTEC > T/J vTEC) in the PEC contribution to the ionosphere, which was largest in the early morning sector (up to 100%). However, many studies have found that T/J vTEC has a positive systematic bias of 2-5 TECu above real ionospheric TEC values when compared to other independent sources (i.e., T/J vTEC > GPS vTEC) [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . This is paradoxical because GPS satellite altitude (~20,000 km) is higher than that of T/J satellites (~1336 km); thus, GPS vTEC should be larger than T/J vTEC due to it including the plasmasphere contribution above the T/J satellite orbital altitude. Chelton et al. [17] pointed out that the relative TEC bias indicates a systematic error in the T/J sea state bias (SSB) correction, which is an empirical model with limited accuracy, and SSB assembles corrections for the sum of the electromagnetic (EM) bias, skewness bias and tracker bias. Meza et al. [20] performed a comparison of GPS-based la plata ionospheric model (LPIM) with T/J estimates during quiet geomagnetic days in 1997. They concluded that systematic biases for T/J-LPIM were 2.5-3.0 TECu, and larger during equinox than during solstice periods. Brunini et al. [22] believed that the positive bias was mainly caused by a combination of LPIM underestimation (at low latitudes) and T/J SSB correction (at mid-latitudes). Azpilicueta and Brunini [23] reported the constant bias on TOPEX vTEC was caused by miscomputing the ionospheric correction.
In this study, for the first time, zero-assumption methodology was introduced to determine the systematic bias over T/J and GNSS overlapping areas for low (2009) and high (2011) solar activity condition. After removing the systematic bias, we extracted PEC inferred from differences between GNSS-derived vTEC and T/J vTEC data. Finally, the characteristics of the plasmasphere component for different local times, latitudes, and seasons were investigated.
GNSS-Derived vTEC Data and JASON vTEC Data
Based on GNSS dual-frequency code and phase measurements from globally distributed International GNSS Service (IGS) tracking stations (Figure 1) , it is possible to invert Global Ionosphere Maps [24] [25] [26] . GNSS TEC used in this study is obtained from GIMs of the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE), the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and the Polytechnic University of Catalonia (UPC) for 2009. The approaches used by these three analysis centers to provide global ionosphere products differ, but their databases are almost the same. CODE's GIM is developed by a 15 × 15 spherical harmonic function model with a 2-h resolution [27, 28] . JPL's technique is based on a linear composition of bi-cubic spline interpolation within 1280 spherical triangular tiles that tessellate the ionosphere, corresponding to 642 vertices [29] . UPC independently computes the TEC with a two-layer tomographic model and an interpolation scheme, with the help of the IRI model to improve the UPC products [19, 26] . Besides, Nykiel et al. [30] presented an orthogonal projection technique for mapping TEC, which allows us to visualize ionospheric irregularities. In GIMs computation, several error sources can limit the ionosphere model accuracy: the spherical symmetry assumption, when the elevation-dependent mapping function is used to convert slant TEC (sTEC) to vertical TEC (vTEC); the ionosphere layer height, used to describe the vTEC distributions; the lack of GNSS data over wide areas, such as the sea and southern mid-high latitude areas; and the differential code bias for GNSS satellites and receivers. The T/J vTEC data are a by-product of the dual-frequency satellite radar altimeter missions to measure the surface height of the global oceans. The TOPEX, JASON1/JASON2/JASON3 missions all operate simultaneously at 13.575 GHz (Ku band) and 5.3 GHz (C band), flying at an identical orbit altitude (approximately 1336 km) with an inclination angle of 66 • and a period of 112 min [15, 31, 32] . By measuring the range on two different frequencies, the T/J altimeter can provide a direct vTEC VTEC T/J over the oceans (worst case of GNSS-derived vTEC) up to the T/J orbit altitude [17, 22, 33, 34] . If Ku band ionospheric range correction is calculated as presented by Brunini et al. [22] , then the vTEC can be expressed as follows:
where dR is the Ku band ionospheric range correction, and f Ku is the Ku band frequency in GHz. Similar to the process suggested by Imel et al. [32] , T/J vTEC used in our analysis was averaged over a 21-s smoothing window along track to reduce the inherent noise effects of the altimeters. Applying this technique continuously suggests that the precision of T/J vTEC estimates is accepted to be 1 TECu [32, 35, 36] . In addition, considering the resolution of the GIM in this study, the smoothed T/J vTEC was sampled for 15 s after the 21-s running window.
Data Processing and Analysis
In this study, GIM-derived vTEC performance was validated with GPS-based vTEC at the ionospheric pierce point (IPP) location. The ionospheric slant TEC (sTEC) can be directly extracted from the raw dual-frequency measurements by removing the satellite DCB and receiver DCB [37] , which are released by CODE and JPL IONEX file. Then, we can obtain the GPS-based vTEC at IPP through applying the mapping function. The GIM-derived vTEC at IPP can be extracted through a spatial interpolation scheme, and linear time interpolation between two consecutive GIMs. Here, two IGS sites (PRDS and ALIC) in 2009 were selected as an example to evaluate the GIM-derived interpolation vTEC performance. To reduce the error from the mapping function and multipath, the elevation cutoff was selected as 30 • . Taking the vTEC extracted from the GPS dual-frequency measurements as the reference value, we calculated the standard deviation (std) of the GIM-derived vTEC interpolation value from CODE and JPL. Figure 2 shows the statistical result; it can be found that the accuracy is lowest within 2 TECu (the mean std at PRDS for CODE and JPL are 1.19 TECu and 1.15 TECu, respectively; similarly, the mean std at ALIC for CODE and JPL is 1.54 TECu and 1.47 TECu, respectively), suggesting that the GIM-based interpolation vTEC from CODE and JPL is consistent with that of the GPS dual-frequency measurements. Therefore, it is believed that GIMs-derived vTEC from CODE and JPL has high accuracy within 2 TECu. Meanwhile, as the stations are densely distributed in the interested zone of our paper, the determination of the GIMs-derived vTEC should not be greatly affected by the interpolation scheme. For the comparison between GNSS-derived vTEC and T/J vTEC, some points should be noted. Firstly, CODE/JPL/UPC GIMs are typically produced continually by 2.5 • × 5 • × 2 h, while T/J satellites measure vTEC along their orbits, and advance by only 2 • per day. Given the different characteristics of the datasets, GNSS-derived vTEC were interpolated to the T/J footprint location through a bivariate spatial interpolation scheme, and linear time interpolation between two consecutive two-hourly GIMs. After the interpolation, the standard deviation (Std) of residuals (∆vTEC = vTEC GNSS − vTEC T/J ) and the corresponding bias were computed. Secondly, the two datasets in 2009 and 2011 were binned for three seasonal conditions: Equinox (March, April, September, and October), June solstice (May, June, July, and August), and December solstice (January, February, November, and December). In addition, considering the effect of distance to the IGS sites, areas over the ocean (close to and far from IGS sites, respectively) were selected to calculate the Std in different latitude bands. Specifically, the spherical distance was calculated between the considered T/J footprint locations and IGS stations at the ionosphere thin layer (at the altitude of 450 km above the earth mean surface). The maximum spherical distance based on the thin-layer approximation was set to 790 km, which was determined by our investigation. When the distance was within 790 km, T/J footprint location was regarded as close to IGS sites; otherwise, it was far from IGS sites.
In Figure 3 , the Std of CODE/JPL GIM close to IGS stations is significantly smaller than that far from IGS sites, and the Std shows a latitudinal dependence, which is compatible with the plasmaspheric distribution. The larger Std far from IGS sites may be attributed to the relatively low vTEC accuracy from GIMs over the sea, where the IGS tracking station distribution is very sparse and uneven. Thus, to improve GNSS-derived vTEC determination, several T/J and GNSS overlapping areas that are relatively close to IGS stations (green footprints in Figure 1 ) were selected to minimize interpolation errors on GIMs (see Figure 3) . Note that the Std for the equatorial zones is worse than that obtained at mid-high latitudes; these major errors are mainly due to large ionospheric gradients and plasmaspheric components in the equator. In the UPC GIM model, the UPC Std has similar results with different distances. This behavior is possibly due to the use of IRI in the interpolation procedure when UPC GIM was computed. This makes the results more compatible with TOPEX [19] . Therefore, in the following analysis, we only estimated the bias by CODE/JPL GIMs and JASON vTEC data. For our global analysis of the ∆vTEC, we chose a bin size of 2 • × 15 min resolution in magnetic latitude and local time for different seasons. Figure 4 shows the mean ∆vTEC mapped by geomagnetic latitude and local time (LT) coordinates. The most dominant feature is that the spatial distribution of the difference in ∆vTEC with different seasons is consistent with the plasmaspheric component, but the magnitude of ∆vTEC is somewhat smaller than the normal plasmasphere, and some negative values exist at high latitudes. It appears that systematic biases exist, and make normal plasmasphere values shift to the values of Figure 4 . Considering that GNSS satellite orbit altitude (~20,000 km) is significantly higher than that of T/J satellites (~1336 km), GNSS-derived vTEC should be larger due to the additional contribution of the plasmasphere above the T/J satellite orbital altitude. However, the difference maps (Figure 4 ) not only show positive values (at middle and low latitudes) but also negative values (mainly at high latitudes). From the comparison above, we propose that a systematic bias may exist in CODE GIM minus JASON2 vTEC, as well as another systematic bias in JPL GIM minus JASON2. In principle, this type of systematic bias could be generated by an overestimation of T/J vTEC (T/J calibration error) or an underestimation of GNSS-derived vTEC (GIM mis-modeling). However, according to the GIM-based interpolation vTEC accuracy, as well as the smaller Std (close to the IGS sites in Figure 3) , we believe that the GNSS-derived vTEC (with abundant IGS sites nearby) from GIM has very high accuracy, thereby indicating that the systematic bias mainly arises from T/J (see details in Discussion and Conclusion).
We propose a method here to remove the systematic bias, namely, the zero assumption method [3, 9, 11] , whereby observed vTEC (or PEC) above the LEO satellite orbital altitude can be very small (even close to zero) at high latitudes or during nighttime.
Based on the assumption that the systematic bias mainly arises from T/J satellites, we can get
where vTEC GNSS is the vTEC interpolated from GIM at T/J location, vTEC T/J is the direct vTEC measurements from ocean surface to T/J satellite altitude, and Bias is the systematic bias existed in vTEC T/J . Then,
If we assume that the daily minimum of PEC in Equation (3) can reach zero at high latitudes or during nighttime (namely, PEC dailymin = 0), which is more likely to occur in the geomagnetic range from ±50 • to ±80 • during the night, then the systematic bias Bias can be expressed as follows:
where ∆vTEC dailymin is the daily minimum of the ∆vTEC. To exclude the outliers in ∆vTEC dailymin , the final systematic bias in the study is determined by averaging values of ∆vTEC dailymin over each season.
To investigate the stability of the daily bias, we calculated the systematic bias in 2009 and 2011 (Figure 5a-d (Figure 5a,b) .Therefore, the systematic bias in 2009 (low solar condition) and 2011 (high solar condition) is stable, and it does not vary with solar activity. It should also be noted that the systematic bias differs for JASON2 and JASON1, suggesting that we should carefully use the systematic bias from JASON1 and JASON2 to extract PEC. The average values of daily systematic bias over each season were removed to extract PEC and obtain the plasmaspheric contribution above the T/J satellite altitude. After subtracting the background systematic bias, we obtain Figure 6 . As expected, the values are all positive, and the PEC distribution is in good agreement with the general plasmaspheric distribution investigated by other measurements and methods [2, 11, 12, 16] . Hence, our proposed method for extracting PEC is suitable and reliable, and the systematic bias correction is reasonable. Furthermore, the PEC for CODE-JASON2 has the same distribution trend and magnitude as for JPL-JASON2; both are mainly distributed in annular area at mid-low latitudes, and show almost the same daytime peaks in equatorial regions for the corresponding season. This also indicates that the systematic bias correction is relatively accurate and reasonable. To further validate that the systematic bias exists in T/J vTEC data and must be removed when extracting PEC from the differences of GNSS-derived vTEC and T/J vTEC, the same procedure is repeated for other datasets (GIM and JASON1 data). After systematic bias correction, the plasmasphere maps calculated from GIM and JASON1 (Figure 7a) show that the PEC maintains a good agreement with the performance shown in Figure 6 . Both have a very similar distribution trend and magnitude (note that the color scales are slightly different). Using different datasets based on residuals between GNSS-derived vTEC and T/J vTEC, such as CODE-JASON2, JPL-JASON2, CODE-JASON1, and JPL-JASON1, we extracted compatible, almost identical PEC maps, which have similar trends and magnitudes. Therefore, we conclude that systematic biases on T/J vTEC do exist, and that this systematic bias is different for different datadets. For instance, the systematic bias differs for JASON2 and JASON1. We also calculated the PEC for JASON1 and JASON2 in 2011 (Figure 7b) , and found that the extracted PEC distribution for JASON1 and JASON2 in 2011 is identical, which also suggests that our proposed method is correct and reliable. Moreover, after removing the reasonable systematic bias, we investigated PEC characteristics for different latitudes, local times, and seasons. 
Characteristics of the Plasmasphere
As mentioned in Section 3, the positive absolute differences (after bias correction) can be regarded as the PEC. Thus, we discuss PEC characteristics for low (2009) and high (2011) solar activity condition in this section.
As shown in Figures 6 and 7a ,b, PEC shows clear latitude and local time variations: PEC is mainly distributed in a banded region within ±40 • of the equator, with the maximum value occurring at low latitudes and reducing with increasing latitude. PEC exhibits diurnal variation, with higher values during the day (peaking values around 12:00-20:00 LT) than during the night (minimum values around 02:00-05:00 LT). This kind of PEC diurnal variation pattern is related to strong coupling between the plasmasphere and the ionosphere [12, 38] , Seasonal variations of the plasmasphere are weaker than those in the ionosphere; the PEC maximum seasonal averaged value is~6 TECu in 2009, and~8 TECu in 2011. Moreover, during the June and December solstice, PEC values at mid-high latitudes are higher in the summer hemisphere than in the winter hemisphere, which is similar to the hemispheric asymmetry observed in the ionosphere. The LT variation of mean electron contents in the ionosphere-plasmasphere system during the solstices and the spring equinox are represented in Figure 8a ,b. The IEC was obtained from the GIM-derived vTEC, minus the PEC processed by bias correction (i.e., IEC = TEC − PEC). The mean values of IEC and PEC for low, middle and high geomagnetic latitudes in each hemisphere were calculated every fifteen minutes over three periods, namely, March equinox, June solstice, and December solstice. The variation of PEC with LT is significantly weaker than that of IEC (Figure 8a,b) . For mid and high latitudes in both hemispheres, IEC is systematically larger for the local summer solstice than for the local winter solstice, indicating that the winter anomaly phenomenon is absent in the ionosphere. In the plasmasphere, a similar phenomenon can also be observed at mid and high latitudes, and also observed during afternoon-evening period at low latitudes of the southern hemisphere (SH). Therefore, the winter anomaly is also absent in the plasmasphere. Our results are consistent with previous investigations based on measurements and/or models under solar minimum conditions [10, 39, 40] . It is also noted that the PEC increases from low (2009) to high (2011) solar activity conditions, but the growth magnitude is negligibly small compared with the large IEC increasement (Figure 7a,b and Figure 8a,b) , indicating that the large IEC changes with solar conditions are not reflected in the plasmasphere via a direct plasma transport between them.
Furthermore, PEC magnitude is much smaller than IEC magnitude, whereas the dispersion between them is significantly smaller during the night than during the day: PEC can sometimes exceed IEC for a few hours around sunrise at low latitudes. Hence, to specifically explore the effect of PEC on TEC (i.e., IEC = TEC − PEC), the PEC percentage contribution was defined as the contribution of PEC to GNSS-derived TEC (PEC/TEC, in %). Figure 9a ,b shows the percentage contribution of PEC to GNSS-derived vTEC with LT and latitude variations in 2009 and 2011. The PEC percentage contribution is most significant during nighttime for all seasons, and lower during daytime, which is opposite to the PEC diurnal variation pattern. The percentages during nighttime hours are generally 40-60%, while the daytime percentages are approximately 15-30%. Both daytime and nighttime percentages are much higher in June solstice. Moreover, the percentage contribution increases as latitude decreases, with the maximum contribution occurring at low latitudes during the night. The percentage contribution of PEC at mid-high latitudes is significantly higher in the winter hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere, which is opposite to the normal PEC summer-winter difference. In addition, as the solar activity increases, the PEC enhances, but the PEC percentage contribution does not increase with the increasing solar activity. Instead, its maximum contribution decreases from almost 70% in low solar activity (2009) to~50% in high solar activity (2011) in the early morning and nighttime sectors. 
Discussion
We compare vTEC between GNSS-based GIM model and T/J mission for 2009 and 2011. To minimize interpolation errors on GIMs, the comparisons are only performed over T/J and GNSS overlapping areas close to IGS stations.
From the mean ∆vTEC maps and the GNSS-derived vTEC, we find that the daily bias for different solar activity conditions is very stable and it can be regarded as the systematic bias. We conclude that systematic biases arise from T/J vTEC and result in a greater T/J vTEC than GNSS-derived vTEC. Although systematic biases in Figure 5a -d are somewhat different for different datasets, the bias magnitudes are consistent with previous investigations [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . What is responsible for the different systematic biases of T/J vTEC? For example, the systematic bias from JASON2 is not the same as that from JASON1. However, it should be noted that the SSB corrections of radar altimeters differ between JASON2 and JASON1, and we suggest that systematic biases may arise from SSB corrections. We know that SSB corrections predominantly account for two types of error: EM bias and tracker bias. The EM bias is a physical property of the oceans and the radar wavefront, and thus common to altimeters with the same frequency [41, 42] . As both JASON1 and JASON2 measure the same sea state with identical frequency, the EM bias is identical for JASON1 and JASON2 for the same period. This leaves the tracker bias between the two altimeters. The tracker bias is a purely instrumental effect, which is unique to each instrument; hence, we suggest that the different systematic biases of JASON2 and JASON1 arise mainly from the tracker biases of SSB between the altimeters, so we should carefully use the systematic bias from JASON1 and JASON2 to extract PEC.
Another feature that should be noted is that the systematic biases of CODE-JASON2 and JPL-JASON2 (and of CODE-JASON1 and JPL-JASON1) are not identical. This may be related to different GIM modeling algorithms used for CODE and JPL, for example, the methods for CODE and JPL to remove the differential code biases are different. From statistics of the difference between T/J vTEC and GNSS vTEC for almost five years (see Table 1 of Hernández-Pajares et al. [43] ), we can infer that the difference between CODE GIM and JPL GIM is insufficient, no more than 2 TECu (JPL minus CODE). Moreover, the GIM-based interpolation vTEC from CODE and JPL is consistent with that of the GPS dual-frequency measurements, and the accuracy of GIM-derived vTEC in our study is at most within 2 TECu, because the T/J and GNSS overlapping areas have already been selected to minimize interpolation errors on GIMs and the determination of the GIM-derived vTEC should not be so affected by the interpolation scheme. Therefore, we believe that small difference in the CODE GIM and JPL GIM will not significantly affect the final PEC extraction. Moreover, the PEC distributions and magnitudes (left and right column of Figures 6 and 7) do not differ significantly, and the results agree with previous studies using other methods and data [2, 11, 16, 39] . This indicates that potential errors from CODE GIM and JPL GIM in our study will have a negligible impact on final PEC extraction. In addition, the single layer height (or called the ionospheric effective height, IEH) is a very key parameter in TEC under the widely used single layer model (SLM) assumption [44, 45] , but actually the optimal plasmaspheric effective height is considerably greater than the commonly adopted value (usually 450 km) in GIM vTEC determination [46, 47] . That means the single layer height (450 km) used in GIM calculation is not suitable for estimating the PEC (included in vTEC from the ground-based receiver to the GNSS satellite) above T/J satellite orbit altitude any more, and it leads to smaller PEC than the actual one, so the PEC error may exist in the systematic bias and the extracted PEC. However, fortunately, this potential PEC error induced by the inappropriate single layer height is very small (results not shown here), and did not affect our final PEC results.
After removing the averaged systematic bias for each season, the plasmaspheric component above the T/J satellite altitude was obtained, enabling analysis of PEC and plasmasphere contribution to the ionosphere TEC for different latitudes, local times, and seasons. Although there is a possibility to underestimate or overestimate the PEC values using the calculated systematic bias, our selected zone is surrounded by GPS stations, and we believe that the general morphology of the resulting PEC would not be effected.
The plasmasphere shows clear latitude and local time variations, as well as diurnal variation. The PEC variation in the plasmasphere (higher during the day than at night) is not as large as that in the ionosphere, and the PEC pattern is mainly driven by coupling to the ionosphere via plasmaspheric flux along magnetic field lines [3, 11, 39] : During the day, the PEC in the plasmasphere is enhanced, and upward plasma flow from the underlying ionosphere fills plasmaspheric flux tubes when the ionospheric density and temperature are high enough to produce a negative O+ pressure gradient with altitude. This negative pressure gradient competes with the downward gravitational force and results in upward plasma flow to achieve a diffusive equilibrium. On the other hand, there is almost no remixing to deplete the PEC in the plasmasphere. However, low PEC during the night is caused by the downward plasmaspheric flux being transported back to the ionosphere, which helps to maintain the nighttime ionosphere.
It should be noted that the magnitude of PEC is much lower than that of the IEC, and the PEC percentage contribution is most significant at night (up to 40-60%), especially at low latitudes, whereas its contribution is lower during the day (approximately 15-30%). This is the opposite phenomenon to the PEC diurnal variation pattern but is expected, because IEC has a constant diurnal variation whereby values are larger during the day. Furthermore, the dispersion between the plasmasphere and ionosphere is significantly smaller, and PEC may exceed IEC around sunrise at low latitudes, which benefits the higher nighttime PEC contribution [9, 36] . In addition, the PEC characteristics is different from the ionosphere, and the PEC growth magnitude is small with increasing solar activity though the IEC greatly increases, suggesting that the coupling processes linking these two regions seem not to be linear. In other words, the large IEC changes with solar conditions are not reflected in the plasmasphere via a direct plasma transport between them. This may be because, besides the dominant role of ionospheric O+ density on the plasmaspheric flux, other parameters such as neutral hydrogen density, plasma and neutral temperatures also affect the plasmaspheric flux [3, 11] . Although the PEC increases with solar activity to some degree, the PEC percentage contribution does not increase with the increasing solar activity. Instead, its maximum contribution decreases from almost 70% in low solar activity (2009) to~50% in high solar activity (2011) in the early morning and nighttime sectors, this result may indicate that the plasmaspheric contribution to the maintenance of the nighttime ionosphere does not increase with solar activity. Another interesting feature is that the percentage contribution of PEC at mid-high latitudes is significantly higher in the winter hemisphere than that in the summer hemisphere, whereas PEC value at mid-high latitudes is relatively larger in the summer hemisphere than that in the winter hemisphere.
Conclusions
We performed a comprehensive comparison of vertical total electron content (vTEC) for TOPEX/JASON (T/J) and GNSS overlapping areas under low solar activity condition (2009) and high solar activity condition (2011). Results show that the daily systematic bias (T/J vTEC > GNSS-derived vTEC) for both low (2009) and high (2011) solar activity condition is consistent, and the systematic bias for JASON2 and JASON1 is different. We suggest that systematic biases predominantly arise from the sea state bias (SSB), especially the tracker bias. The PEC error above the T/J orbit altitude induced by the inappropriate single layer height may exist in the systematic bias and the extracted PEC, whereas the potential PEC error magnitude is very small, and it will not affect our final PEC results. Then, we introduce a methodology to extract the PEC based on the zero assumption: after removing the systematic bias, PEC can be inferred from residuals between GNSS-derived vTEC and T/J vTEC. Finally, the overall characteristics of the plasmasphere component for different local times, latitudes, and seasons are investigated. PEC varies less in the plasmasphere than in the ionosphere, but can sometimes exceed the ionosphere electron content (IEC) for a few hours around sunrise at low latitudes. Moreover, the PEC percentage contribution is most significant at night (up to 40-60%), especially at low latitudes, whereas it is lower during daytime (approximately 15-30%). This is opposite to the PEC diurnal variation pattern. In addition, the PEC growth magnitude is small with increasing solar activity, although the IEC greatly increases, and the PEC percentage contribution does not increase with the solar activity. Another interesting feature is that the contribution of PEC at mid-high latitudes is significantly higher in the winter hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere, whereas PEC at mid-high latitudes is larger in the summer hemisphere.
